Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, DOT
of this subchapter). When a tank car
facility performs multiple inspections
and tests at the same time, one date
may be used to satisfy the requirements of this section. One date also
may be shown when multiple inspections and tests have the same due date.
Dates displayed on the ‘‘consolidated
stencil’’ (see the applicable provisions
of Appendix C of the AAR Specifications for Tank Cars) take precedence
over dates modified, and not stenciled,
pursuant to interval adjustments for
service equipment, linings, and granted
alternative inspection intervals.
(b) Converted DOT 105, 109, 112, 114, or
120 class tank cars must have the new
specification and conversion date permanently marked in letters and figures
at least 0.95 cm (0.375 inch) high on the
outside of the manway nozzle or the
edge of the manway nozzle flange on
the left side of the car. The marking
may have the last numeral of the specification number omitted (e.g., ‘‘DOT
111A100W’’
instead
of
‘‘DOT
111A100W1’’).
(c) When qualified within six months
of installation and protected from deterioration, the test date marking of a
reclosing pressure relief device is the
installation date on the tank car.
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[Amdt. 180–8, 60 FR 49079, Sept. 21, 1995, as
amended by Amdt. 179–50, 61 FR 33256, June
26, 1996; 63 FR 52851, Oct. 1, 1998; 66 FR 45391,
Aug. 28, 2001; 68 FR 75765, Dec. 31, 2003; 77 FR
37991, June 25, 2012]

§ 180.517 Reporting and record retention requirements.
(a) Certification and representation.
Each owner of a specification tank car
must retain the certificate of construction (AAR Form 4–2) and related papers
certifying that the manufacture of the
specification tank car identified in the
documents is in accordance with the
applicable specification. The builder’s
signature on the certificate of construction and the marking of the tank
car with the tank specification is the
representation that all of the appropriate inspections and tests were successfully performed to qualify the tank
for use. The owner must retain the documents throughout the period of ownership of the specification tank car and
for one year thereafter. Upon a change
of ownership, the applicable provisions

§ 180.519

prescribed in Section 1.3.15 of the AAR
Specifications for Tank Cars (IBR, see
§ 171.7 of this subchapter) apply. The
builder of the car or a facility performing work on the car may retain
copies of relevant records.
(b) Inspection and test reporting. Each
tank car that is inspected and tested as
specified in § 180.509 must have a written report, in English, prepared according to this paragraph. Marking the
tank car with the specification (or retaining the specification marking on
the tank) is the representation that all
of the appropriate inspections and tests
were performed and the results meet
the tank car owner’s acceptance criteria to qualify the car for continued
use. The report may be created and retained electronically, but, upon request
by FRA for a copy of the report, it
must be made available in common
readable form. The owner must retain
a copy of the inspection and test reports until successfully completing the
next inspection and test of the same
type. The inspection and test report
must include the following:
(1) Type of inspection and test performed (a checklist is acceptable);
(2) The results of each inspection and
test performed;
(3) Tank car reporting mark and
number;
(4) Tank car specification;
(5) Inspection and test date (month
and year);
(6) Location and description of defects found and method used to repair
each defect;
(7) The name and address of the tank
car facility and the name and signature
of inspector; and
(8) The unique code (station stencil)
identifying the facility.
[Amdt. 180–2, 54 FR 25032, June 12, 1989, as
amended at 68 FR 75765, Dec. 31, 2003; 77 FR
37991, June 25, 2012]

§ 180.519 Periodic retest and inspection of tank cars other than singleunit tank car tanks.
(a) General. Unless otherwise provided in this subpart, tanks designed to
be removed from cars for filling and
emptying and tanks built to a Class
DOT 107A specification and their safety
relief devices must be retested periodically as specified in Retest Table 1 of
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paragraph (b)(5) of this section. Retests
may be made at any time during the
calendar year the retest falls due.
(b) Pressure test. (1) Each tank must
be subjected to the specified hydrostatic pressure and its permanent expansion determined. Pressure must be
maintained for 30 seconds and for as
long as necessary to secure complete
expansion of the tank. Before testing,
the pressure gauge must be shown to be
accurate within 1 percent at test measure. The expansion gauge must be
shown to be accurate, at test pressure,
to within 1 percent. Expansion must be
recorded in cubic cm. Permanent volumetric expansion may not exceed 10
percent of total volumetric expansion
at test pressure and the tank must not
leak or show evidence of distress.

(2) Each tank, except tanks built to
specification DOT 107A, must also be
subjected to interior air pressure test
of at least 100 psig under conditions favorable to detection of any leakage. No
leaks may appear.
(3) Safety relief valves must be retested by air or gas, must start-to-discharge at or below the prescribed pressure and must be vapor tight at or
above the prescribed pressure.
(4) Rupture discs and fusible plugs
must be removed from the tank and
visually inspected.
(5) Tanks must be retested as specified in Retest Table 1 of this paragraph
(b)(5), and before returning to service
after repairs involving welding or heat
treatment:

RETEST TABLE 1
Retest interval—years
Specification
Tank

DOT 27 .................................................
106A500 ................................................
106A500X .............................................
106A800 ................................................
106A800X .............................................
106A800NCI ..........................................
107A * * * * ...........................................
110A500–W ..........................................
110A600–W ..........................................
110A800–W ..........................................
110A1000–W ........................................
BE–27 ...................................................

Minimum Retest
pressure—psig

Pressure relief valve
pressure—psig

Pressure relief devices d

Tank hydrostatic
expansion c

Tank air test

2
2
2
2
2
2
a2
2
2
2
2
2

500
500
500
800
800
800
(b)
500
600
800
1,000
500

100
100
100
100
100
100
None
100
100
100
100
100

5
5
5
5
5
5
d5
5
5
5
5
5

Start-todischarge
375
375
375
600
600
600
None
375
500
600
750
375

Vapor tight
300
300
300
480
480
480
None
300
360
480
600
300
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NOTES:
a If DOT 107A * * * * tanks are used for transportation of flammable gases, one rupture disc from each car must be burst at
the interval prescribed. The sample disc must burst at a pressure not exceeding the marked test pressure of the tank and not
less than 70 percent of the marked test pressure. If the sample disc does not burst within the prescribed limits, all discs on the
car must be replaced.
b The hydrostatic expansion test pressure must at least equal the marked test pressure.
c See § 180.519(b)(1).
d Safety relief valves of the spring-loaded type on tanks used exclusively for fluorinated hydrocarbons and mixtures thereof
which are free from corroding components may be retested every 5 years.

(6) The month and year of test, followed by a ‘‘V’’ if visually inspected as
described in paragraph (c) of this section, must be plainly and permanently
stamped into the metal of one head or
chime of each tank with successful test
results; for example, 01–90 for January
1990. On DOT 107A**** tanks, the date
must be stamped into the metal of the
marked end, except that if all tanks
mounted on a car have been tested, the
date may be stamped into the metal of
a plate permanently applied to the
bulkhead on the ‘‘A’’ end of the car.

Dates of previous tests and all prescribed markings must be kept legible.
(c) Visual inspection. Tanks of Class
DOT 106A and DOT 110A-W specifications (§§ 179.300 and 179.301 of this subchapter) used exclusively for transporting fluorinated hydrocarbons and
mixtures thereof, and that are free
from corroding components, may be
given a periodic complete internal and
external visual inspection in place of
the periodic hydrostatic retest. Visual
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Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, DOT
inspections shall be made only by competent persons. The tank must be accepted or rejected in accordance with
the criteria in CGA C–6 (IBR, see § 171.7
of this subchapter).
(d) Written records. The results of the
pressure test and visual inspection
must be recorded on a suitable data
sheet. Completed copies of these reports must be retained by the owner
and by the person performing the pressure test and visual inspection as long
as the tank is in service. The information to be recorded and checked on
these data sheets are: Date of test and
inspection; DOT specification number;
tank identification (registered symbol
and serial number, date of manufacture
and ownership symbol); type of protective coating (painted, etc., and statement as to need for refinishing or recoating); conditions checked (leakage,
corrosion, gouges, dents or digs, broken
or damaged chime or protective ring,
fire, fire damage, internal condition);
test pressure; results of tests; and disposition of tank (returned to service,
returned to manufacturer for repair, or
scrapped); and identification of the person conducting the retest or inspection.
[Amdt. 180–8, 60 FR 49079, Sept. 21, 1995, as
amended by Amdt. 179–50, 61 FR 33257, June
26, 1996; 65 FR 58633, Sept. 29, 2000; 66 FR
45187, 45392, Aug. 28, 2001; 68 FR 75765, Dec. 31,
2003]

Subpart G—Qualification and
Maintenance of Portable Tanks
SOURCE: 66 FR 33453, June 21, 2001, unless
otherwise noted.
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§ 180.601 Applicability.
This subpart prescribes requirements, in addition to those contained
in parts 107, 171, 172, 173, and 178 of this
subchapter, applicable to any person
responsible for the continuing qualification, maintenance or periodic retesting of a portable tank.
§ 180.603 Qualification
of
portable
tanks.
(a) Each portable tank used for the
transportation of hazardous materials
must be an authorized packaging.
(b) To qualify as an authorized packaging, each portable tank must con-

§ 180.605

form to the requirements of this subchapter and the applicable design specification to which the portable tank
was constructed.
(c) The following portable tanks are
authorized for use provided they conform to all applicable safety requirements of this subchapter: 51, 56, 57, 60,
IM 101, IM 102 and UN portable tanks.
(d) A portable tank that also meets
the definition of ‘‘container’’ in 49 CFR
450.3(a)(3) must conform to the requirements in parts 450 through 453 of this
title for compliance with Annex II of
the Convention for Safe Containers
(CSC).
(e) Exemption portable tanks based on
DOT 51 portable tanks. The owner of a
portable tank constructed in accordance with and used under an exemption
issued prior to August 31, 1996, which
was in conformance with the requirements for Specification DOT 51 portable tanks with the exception of the location of fill and discharge outlets,
shall examine the portable tank and its
design to determine if it meets the outlet requirements in effect on October 1,
1996. If the owner determines that the
portable tank is in compliance with all
requirements of the DOT 51 specification, the exemption number stenciled
on the portable tank shall be removed
and the specification plate (or a plate
placed adjacent to the specification
plate) shall be durably marked ‘‘DOT
51–E*****’’ (where ***** is to be replaced by the exemption number). During the period the portable tank is in
service, and for one year thereafter,
the owner of the portable tank must
retain on file, at its principal place of
business, a copy of the last exemption
in effect.
§ 180.605 Requirements for periodic
testing, inspection and repair of
portable tanks.
(a) A portable tank constructed in
accordance with a DOT specification
for which a test or inspection specified
in this subpart has become due, must
be tested or inspected prior to being returned for transportation.
(b) Conditions requiring test and inspection of portable tanks. Without regard to
any other test or inspection requirements, a Specification or UN portable
tank must be tested and inspected in
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